
 

 

        

  

  

       

  

  

         

   

      

 

       

   

      
    

          

 

 

 

Problems involving Length 

Exercise 3 

1. Madeleine placed some tins of “HAUNDS” hand cream on top of each other. 

The tins were 36 mm, 47 mm, 59 mm and 60 mm in height. 

a How high did the four tins reach ? 

b Write this height in centimetres. 

2. Ben was working on a 2 metre door. He sawed 75 mm off one end.
 

a Change 2 metres to mm.
 

b Now write down the length of the door which remained (in mm).
 

3. A piece of metal is 12·7 cm long. When it is heated its length increases by 4 mm. 

What length is the heated piece of metal (in cm) ? 

A stack of 8 counters is 45 mm in height. 

If 6 of these stacks are placed one on top of the other 
what is the total height of the new stack, in centimetres ? 

4. 

5. Twelve Rolos are placed in a row, making a total length of 18 cm.
 

Calculate the thickness one Rolo, in millimetres. 18 cm
 

6. Seb came first in the Argyll & Bute Sports high jump competition with 
a best jump of 1·98 metres. The world record high jump is 2·45 metres. 

How many centimetres below the world record was he ? 

7. A 2p coin has a radius of 1·25 cm. I place 500 of them in a straight line. 

How far does the line of coins stretch, in metres ? 

8. Anne and Lesley are running together in a 10 km marathon. 
So far, they have covered 8750 metres. 

How many kilometres have they still to run ? 
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9. A hunter was hunting a bear. One morning, he left his cabin with his dog 
and trekked 20·65 km south, 20·65 km east and finally 20·65 km north. 

a How many metres had he travelled altogether ? 

The hunter remarkably then found himself, after making 
these three journeys,  right back at his cabin. 

b What colour was the bear ?  (Explain). 


